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In close collaboration with ANTEL, REDUCTO offers ultra-high-speed 
internet connectivity, storage solutions for backups and an EditShare 
Production Asset Management system for projects that face the challenge of 
creating, collaborating with and delivering 4K, 6K and 8K contents.
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The storage infrastructure is located at ANTEL’s Data 
Center TIER III “Ing. Luis Massera” and is connected to 
REDUCTO through two redundant Lan to Lan MPLS 10 
GbE links for high availability, reliability, privacy and 
security.

ULTRA-HIGH-SPEED INTERNET

REDUCTO offers internet connectivity with 
upload/download speeds ranging from 1 Gbps to 10 
Gbps for transferring high density files like raw camera 
original files, dailies and vfx.

STORAGE 300 TB

Next-generation storage device designed for 
midtier-to-enterprise storage environments provides 
mass data storage and fast data access. The system 
ensures secure data backup of original camera files, 
dailies, and vfx.
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EDITSHARE EFS 450

EditShare EFS 450 is a powerful distributed media engineered scale-out storage 
platform developed for the most intensive media workflows and creative 
collaboration environments. It's designed from the ground up to support resilient 
large-scale workgroups requiring high-bandwidth, high-volume media ingest, 
transcoding, multi-stream online collaborative editing/finishing and multi-platform 
distribution of HD, 4K, 6K and 8K.

EDITSHARE EFS SSD

EditShare EFS SSD shared storage is built for projects facing the challenge of 4K, 6K 
and 8K content creation, collaboration and delivery. Based on the proven 
high-performance EditShare File System (EFS), EFS SSD is specifically engineered 
for bandwidth-hungry formats such as uncompressed DPX, DNxHR 444 and ProRes 
4444, the mainstay of 4K and Ultra HD post-production, Digital Intermediate (DI), VFX 
and Finishing projects.

The EditShare File System (EFS) shared storage delivers ultra-fast workflow 
performance with rock-solid reliability enabling our clients to collaborate, improve 
production, unleash creativity, on time and within budget.
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EXTENSIVE COLLABORATION TOOLS

When you store your NLE projects on EFS storage, multiple editors will be able to work in 
the same projects simultaneously. That means they can safely open each other's bins and 
sequences and edit as a team with one editor building on the work of another. While 
unlimited editors can get read-only access to bins and other metadata files, EditShare 
makes sure only one editor at a time gets write access. We do this not only for Avid Media 
Composer but also for Apple Final Cut Pro, Adobe Premiere Pro, Grass Valley EDIUS, and 
Lightworks. Collaboration does not stop at NLE’s and finishing tools, with Flow you can 
bring hundreds of non-editors into the production chain too.

FILE AUDITING - TRACK ALL ACTIVITY

EFS File Auditing provides system administrators with a high-level view of all actions across 
the EFS storage pool, historic and real-time, right down to individual user and file level.

INTELLIGENT PRODUCTION MEDIA MANAGEMENT

EFS shared storage is much more than just a place to put your media and project files. 
Every EFS system integrates with Flow, a complete production media asset management 
(PAM) system for file-ingest, scanning, logging, cataloguing, and searching your media, 
stills, graphics, and documents. Flow allows you to manage the most complex production 
with the ability to automate intensive workflow tasks and allow remote access to media.



FLOW Automation adds an additional layer of intelligence to your FLOW media 
management system. Automation can orchestrate workflows and remove human 
repetitive tasks like copying, moving, deleting, transcoding and organizing projects or 
media spaces. Simple or complex processes can be triggered at regular times of day 
or week or based on user actions. Automation also provides an on ramp to the cloud.

AirFLOW brings all the media sharing capabilities of FLOW to secure multi-team, 
multi-location productions. The simple and intuitive web-based interface lets 
collaborators located anywhere in the world search, log, organize and play media 
content – as well as upload and download content directly to and from EditShare 
central storage systems.

TOOLS
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Lan to Lan

10 GbE
Redundant

Avid Media Composer  /  Apple Final Cut Pro  /  Adobe Premiere Pro  /  Grass Valley EDIUS  /  LightworksApple Windows Linux

Arista 48 Port Switch

EditShare Storage EF 300

EditShare Storage EFS SSD

Flow DB Server

Storage

Editing, conforming, color correction, VFX.

Data Center Tier III
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ZIP 11800, Montevideo, Uruguay
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